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Some of the crude from fracking is highly flammable and verySome of the crude from fracking is highly flammable and very
dangerous. The best thing would be to leave it in the ground. If it mustdangerous. The best thing would be to leave it in the ground. If it must
be shipped, it should be made no more dangerous than other fuelsbe shipped, it should be made no more dangerous than other fuels
shipped. At an absolute minimum, the owner and/or shipper/carriershipped. At an absolute minimum, the owner and/or shipper/carrier
should be required to post a bond sufficient to cover any possibleshould be required to post a bond sufficient to cover any possible
damage and loss of life. There have been several accidents involvingdamage and loss of life. There have been several accidents involving
this dangerous material in this country and elsewhere. I am confidentthis dangerous material in this country and elsewhere. I am confident
that you are aware of them. If not, just ask and I will providethat you are aware of them. If not, just ask and I will provide
documentation.documentation.
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